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The effect of different intensity modalities of resistance training on beat-to-beat blood pressure in cardiac patients
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Background Resistance training has been introduced in cardiac rehabilitation to give more benefit than traditional training. Haemodynamic evaluation of cardiac patients to resistance training has generally consisted of continuous HR monitoring and discontinuous blood pressure measurements.

Design and methods Blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) responses to resistance training were evaluated using continuous monitoring (Finapres) during low (four sets of 17 repetitions at 40% of the one-repetition maximum strength [1-RM]) and high intensity resistance training (four sets of 10 repetitions at 70% of 1-RM) on a leg extension machine in 14 patients who participated in a rehabilitation programme. Work volume was identical in the low- and high-level resistance training.

Results The HR and systolic blood pressure (SBP) during low intensity resistance training were always larger than during high intensity (P<0.001). Peak SBP increased from set 1 to set 3 and 4 during both low and high intensity resistance training (P<0.05). Peak HR was larger in set 4 (95±11 bpm) than in set 1 only during low intensity resistance training (91±12 bpm) (P<0.05). One-minute recovery periods did not allow a return to baseline HR and SBP during both low and high intensity modalities.

Conclusions The SBP and HR responses to resistance training are related to the duration of exercise. Sets with ≤10 repetitions of high intensity should be preferred to longer sets with low intensity. Pauses between exercise sets should exceed 1 min. Blood pressure should be measured during the last repetitions of the exercise set. Eur J Cardiovasc Prev Rehabil 12:12–17 © 2005 The European Society of Cardiology
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Introduction
Resistance training has been introduced in cardiac rehabilitation as a more effective method of increasing muscle strength. Resistance training was not recommended in the traditional endurance training of the 1980s.

Resistance training in cardiac rehabilitation relies on the concept of circuit weight training, during which the patient lifts moderate loads 10 to 15 times. The parameters that characterize a circuit weight training programme are number of exercise-stations, weight settings, number of repetitions of weight lifting, rest periods between exercise-stations, and number of circuits to be completed at each session.

According to the variety of resistance training protocols recommended, patients may lift weights between 40–80% of the maximal load that could be lifted only once [1–8] in the full range of motion. The patients were instructed to lift these moderate weights 8–25 times [1,4,6,7,9]. This may be repeated up to five times [3,7,9] after a recovery period ranging from 30 s to 3 min [1,4–7]. These modalities are now well accepted and are largely recommended [10,11].

Evaluation of the haemodynamic response to such circuit weight training in rehabilitation units has generally been
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limited to evaluation of continuous heart rate (HR) monitoring and discontinuous casual blood pressure (BP) monitoring. What is more, casual BP has often been measured within 10–30 s after exercise cessation [1–3,5,12–14].

The BP responses to various modalities of exercises have never been compared and these invasive studies have always been performed in isolated modality out of the cardiac rehabilitation context [15–22]. Thus, at the present time, a wide variety of circuit weight training modalities are being used in cardiac rehabilitation centres. However, because of the lack of studies on the BP and HR responses to various protocols of resistance training, recommendations remain empiric. Resistance training may induce large fluctuations in HR and BP, which may not be optimal in patients recovering from a serious cardiovascular event.

We therefore designed a study to test the hypothesis that both duration and intensity of muscle contraction are important determinants of the BP and HR responses to resistance training. We aimed thereby to demonstrate that identical work volume expressed in kilograms totally lifted, while using different exercise modalities, could minimize the haemodynamic burden of resistance training without compromising maximal muscle motor unit recruitment.

We evaluated the BP and HR responses during quadriceps extension work by using continuous HR and non-invasive finger BP monitoring during a low- and a high-level of resistance exercises on a leg extension machine in patients participating in a cardiac rehabilitation programme. The accuracy of finger BP recordings during resistance training was assessed against concomitant intra-arterial BP recordings in an additional set of experiments.

**Patients and methods**

**Patients**

Fourteen patients, aged 46–72 years participated to our study (height 172 ± 7.1 cms, weight 75.9 ± 11.8 kg). They had been included in the cardiac rehabilitation programme 1–3 months after bypass surgery (n = 8), percutaneous coronary angioplasty (n = 3) or valvular surgery (n = 3). Seven subjects received β-blockers, one received an angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor and one received a calcium antagonist at the time of the study. Left ventricular ejection fraction was > 45% in all patients (mean ± SD, 58 ± 9%).

Patients were studied with their daily medications, in the habitual environment of cardiac rehabilitation sessions, which therefore included the noise provided by other patients exercising on bicycle, treadmill or rowing machine.

**Methods**

The electrocardiogram was continuously monitored using a Hewlett Packard® monitor. Blood pressure was recorded beat-by-beat using a validated volume oscillometric method (Finapres, Ohmeda 2300, Englewood, Colorado, USA), which provides BP measurements similar to intra-arterial values both under resting conditions and during BP changes induced by laboratory manoeuvres [23,24].

The cuffed fingers were maintained at heart level throughout the entire recording procedure. Blood pressure and electrocardiogram measurements were recorded online on a Compaq 386/25 E (Compaq Computer Corporation, Houston, Texas, USA) for subsequent analysis.

**Interventions**

Resistance training on a leg extension machine was introduced in the training programme 2 weeks before the study. Each subject received detailed instructions on how to achieve a good body position throughout the movement, to perform the repetition in the entire range of motion and to avoid using the handgrips. In addition, subjects were requested to exhale during the most strenuous phase of the repetition and to inhale during the less strenuous phase of the repetition.

Low intensity resistance exercises on a leg extension machine combined four series of 17 repetitions at 40% of the one-repetition maximum (1-RM). High intensity exercise consisted of four series of 10 repetitions at 70% of 1-RM (Table 1). This combination of percentages of 1-RM used and the number of series and repetitions performed were designed to obtain a similar amount of kilograms lifted in total.

A metronome paced concentric and eccentric phases of each repetition, with cadence sets at 60 beats/min (2 s/repetition). Sixty-second pauses were observed between sets. The order of low and high intensity exercises were randomly assigned.

On the day of the study, ± 10 min after installation of the measurements devices, subjects were first asked to perform low resistance warm-up exercises. The maximum resistance against which one full range of motion could be performed (1-RM) was then searched. Changes in body position other than those directly resulting from the movement of the weight were not allowed during the 1-RM determination. Rest ad libitum was allowed between each trial in order to avoid muscle fatigue and to enable HR and systolic BP (SBP) to return to within the resting
beats. For the rest, we therefore chose the lowest SBP 1 s; this corresponds, for a HR of 90 bpm, within 1–2 different movement phases. The concentric phase lasted provides impulsion's that mirrored the exact timing of the distal leg contact with the quadriceps chair. This sensor variation, we fixed a mechanical pressure sensor to the concentric phase. In order to mirror this important The highest SBP values are obtained at the end of the resistive exercise using an intra-arterial measurement.

circular demonstrated these big variations during slow different phases of one contraction (concentric, isometric, eccentric) [15,15,21]. MacDougall [15] in partic-

ular demonstrated these big variations during slow resistive exercise using an intra-arterial measurement. The highest SBP values are obtained at the end of the concentric phase. In order to mirror this important variation, we fixed a mechanical pressure sensor to the distal leg contact with the quadriceps chair. This sensor provides impulsion's that mirrored the exact timing of the different movement phases. The concentric phase lasted 1 s; this corresponds, for a HR of 90 bpm, within 1–2 beats. For the rest, we therefore chose the lowest SBP

values. Systolic BP never exceeded 220 mmHg during determination of 1-RM.

Finger BP accuracy study
Eight healthy volunteers aged 22–27 years participated in this study. They all underwent a 20 g intra-radial artery cannulation to facilitate direct invasive BP recordings. Finger BP was recorded on the contra-lateral arm while the hand was maintained at heart level. Subjects were subsequently asked to perform three sets of repetition at 75% of 1-RM, a set to exhaustion at 50% of 1-RM and a Valsalva manoeuvre. The SBP values used for this validation study were taken every 5 s.

Data processing and statistical analysis
The Ethical Committee of the Erasme Hospital accepted the study and each subject gave informed consent prior to inclusion.

Baseline systolic blood pressures were obtained by the Finapres before the low and high exercise modalities where adjusted to the auscultatory humeral SBP obtained by the classical arm cuff method. Data were collected 5–10 min after the installation procedure. For each subject, mean values of HR and SBP were calculated during the minute preceding each low and high intensity exercise, in order to provide baseline values for comparison with the BP and HR values obtained between each set of low and high exercise modalities.

The lowest HR and SBP values were determined before the beginning of the first set (P0), during the pauses between the sets of weight lifting, just before their beginning (P1, P2, P3) and 1 min after the last set (P4).

Systolic blood pressure varies considerably during the different phases of one contraction (concentric, isometric, eccentric) [15,15,21]. MacDougall [15] in particular demonstrated these big variations during slow resistive exercise using an intra-arterial measurement. The highest SBP values are obtained at the end of the concentric phase. In order to mirror this important variation, we fixed a mechanical pressure sensor to the distal leg contact with the quadriceps chair. This sensor provides impulsion's that mirrored the exact timing of the different movement phases. The concentric phase lasted 1 s; this corresponds, for a HR of 90 bpm, within 1–2 beats. For the rest, we therefore chose the lowest SBP immediately preceding the beginning of the effort (P0, P1, P2, P3 and P4). At the end of the set, the highest SBP immediately before the eccentric phase of the last repetition was chosen (S1, S2, S3 and S4). All results are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation.

Statistical evaluation was performed using the SPSS computer programme (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA) for analysis of variance with two factors (exercises and sets). When the F-ratio was significant, a modified t-test was used to compare paired values. In each exercise, sets 2, 3 and 4 were compared to set 1. Corresponding sets of low and high exercises intensity were also compared.

Results
Finger SBP measures adequately reflected concomitant changes in intra-arterial SBP elicited by three sets of repetition at 75% of 1-RM, a set to exhaustion at 50% of 1-RM and a Valsalva manoeuvre (r = 0.82, range 0.66–0.95).

Mean resting SBP and HR were comparable during the minute preceding the performance of low and high intensity resistance exercises. Systolic blood pressure was respectively 117 ± 15 and 126 ± 21 mmHg while the corresponding value for HR was 69 ± 10 and 69 ± 12 beats per minute, respectively.

In all sets of low and high intensity resistive exercise, HR and SBP peaked during the last third of the set of weight lifting and decreased immediately and rapidly after cessation of exercise. Lowest HR and SBP occurred during the last 15 s of each pause observed between sets. The increases towards effort and the decreases during the recovery phases were both highly significant.

Peak HR and SBP differed (P < 0.001) between low and high intensity resistive exercises. The modified t-test between corresponding sets (S1, S2,...) of low and high intensity resistive exercises showed that HR and SBP, during low intensity resistive exercise, were always higher than the corresponding values during high intensity resistive exercise (Figs 1 and 2).

Peak SBP increased from set 1 to set 4 in low and high intensity resistive exercises and the differences reached a significant level (P < 0.05) when sets 3 and 4 were compared to set 1. Peak HR was significantly higher in set 4 (95 ± 11 bpm) than in set 1 (91 ± 12 bpm) but only during low intensity resistive exercise. The highest values for HR and SBP were thus recorded during the last set of low intensity resistive exercise (95 ± 11 bpm and 213 ± 25 mmHg respectively). Individual SBP never exceeded 250 mmHg during lifting.

The lowest values of HR and SBP during pauses did not differ between low and high intensity resistive exercises.
Fig. 1

Systolic blood pressure (SBP) during the pauses (P) and at the end of the series (S) from the first to the last series (0–4) in the low (■) and high (○) intensity resistive exercise modalities (mean ± SD).

* Differences between pauses 1, 2, 3 and 4 (P1–P4) compared to 0 (P0), for the low modality (*P<0.05, **P<0.01). § Differences between pauses 1, 2, 3 and 4 (P1–P4) compared to 0 (P0), for the high modality (§P<0.05). £ Differences between series 2, 3 and 4 compared to 1, for the low modality (£P<0.05, ££P<0.01). ££ Differences between series 2, 3 and 4 compared to 1, for the high modality (££P<0.05). Differences between equivalent low and high series (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, £££P<0.001).

Fig. 2

Heart rate (HR) during the pauses (P) and at the end of the series (S) from the first to the last series (0–4) in the low (■) and high (○) intensity resistive exercise modalities (mean ± SD).

* Differences between pauses 1, 2, 3 and 4 (P1–P4) compared to 0 (P0), for the low modality (*P<0.05). § Differences between series 2, 3 and 4 (P1–P4) compared to 0 (P0), for the high modality (§P<0.05). \# Differences between series 2, 3 and 4 compared to 1, for the low modality (#P<0.05). Differences between equivalent low and high series (*P<0.01, **P<0.001).

Discussion

Our study reveals the new finding that, for a given work volume, the peak SBP and HR responses to low intensity resistive exercise are larger than during exercise at a higher level of resistance. Longer duration of exercise and more frequent weight lifting during low intensity resistive exercise are likely to explain these differences. Indeed, we observed a less marked increase (P<0.001) in HR and SBP when resistance exercise was performed at 70% of 1-RM in 20 s (10 repetitions) than when exercise was performed at 40% of 1-RM in 34 s (17 repetitions). The matching of total amount of kilograms lifted during the low and high intensity resistive exercise is one of the strengths of our study. In fact, the total work volume during low intensity resistive exercise was even slightly lower than during high intensity resistive exercise. Moreover, we validated the accuracy of our finger BP measurements against concomitant intraarterial recordings in a separate study.

Our study suggests that resistance training in cardiac rehabilitation programme should prefer an increase in the load rather than an increase in the number of repetitions to obtain a progression in the total work volume.

Resistance exercise induces haemodynamic responses similar to isometric exercise [16,25]; HR and cardiac output increase without a decline in systemic vascular resistance. This produces a rapid increase in BP and imposes a greater pressure than volume load on the left ventricle [26]. This pressure response is directly related to the intensity [27–31]. Typically, fatiguing isometric contractions cause a progressive increase in BP and a modest increase in HR. The rate at which the BP increases during static contractions is dependent on the relative tension of the contraction. For any given muscle group, the greater the relative tension exerted, the faster the muscle will fatigue and the faster the BP will rise. Importance of muscle mass in the haemodynamic response to static contraction has been debated [15,28,32–34]. Nevertheless, Williams [34] suggested that muscle mass was not a determinant of the magnitude of the haemodynamic reflexes during fatiguing isometric contractions in man. Other authors thought that the haemodynamic responses during resistive exercise are associated with a volume overload as seen in dynamic exercise [8].

(Figs 1 and 2). The lowest values during pauses (P1, P2, P3, P4) were always higher than the lowest values in the minute preceding exercise (P0) during both low and high intensity resistive exercise. Statistical differences were reached for HR at P1, P2, P3 and P4 during low and high intensity resistive exercise while SBP was significantly higher at P2, P3 and P4 in low intensity resistive exercise and at P4 in high intensity resistive exercise.

If some muscle simultaneously developed isometric contraction at different relative strengths, the increase in BP is determined by the way the muscle contracts with the more elevated relative strength (no summation effect). This indicates that the relative intensity (% RM) is the dominant factor compared to muscle mass used. The muscle mass used is important when the relative developed forces are equivalent [17,33].
It must be remembered that when a skeletal muscle performs static contractions at increasing percentages of its 1-RM, the intra-muscular mechanical compression eventually becomes such that muscle blood flow is hindered or stopped. Measurements of the point at which local blood flow becomes impeded by the contraction ranges from 40–60% of 1-RM and varies considerably between muscles and also studies. At values above 60–70% of 1-RM, blood flow is completely blocked [15,35–38]. The inadequacy of muscle perfusion triggers an increase in systemic BP capable of increasing the perfusion pressure to the exercising and fatiguing muscle. The precise metabolic stimulus that triggers the reflex increase in BP during static exercise is not precisely known and was not assessed in our study.

To our knowledge, systemic vascular resistance has never been measured during resistive exercise. Nevertheless, we may hypothesize that systemic vascular resistance response during resistance exercise is more similar to the response during static than during dynamic exercise due to the continuous contraction of muscle involved in resistance exercise. Indeed, the concentric contraction against the resistance is followed by an eccentric contraction to restrain the back phase of the movement. The intra-muscular mechanical compression of both concentric and eccentric contractions may stop or hinder muscle blood flow during exercise.

Our results emphasize that both duration and intensity of contraction have an impact on the pressure response. As for static exercise, a marked increase in SBP is an inevitable result of exercising for a long period of time, whatever the load. Heart rate also increases, although not as dramatically.

The progressive increase in haemodynamic responses from one set to the following can also be explained by the time. Higher levels of catecholamines have been observed during resistance training than during treadmill walking at the same level of oxygen uptake. Our study reveals that pauses between sets do not allow a complete return to resting levels of SBP. Succession of sets resulting in a progressive increase in catecholamines could explain these findings. Catecholamines increase the pressure response to resistance exercise through the increase in cardiac output by a greater tachycardia on the one hand and through the increase in the sympathetically mediated vasoconstriction, i.e., increase in the vascular resistance in both the active and non-active tissues, on the other.

The highest SBP recorded during our resistance exercises was obtained during 17 repetitions with a weight load of 40% of 1-RM. Values increased up to 185 ± 22 mmHg during the first set and up to 213 ± 25 mmHg during the fourth set, the difference being highly significant ($P < 0.01$). Those values must be compared to values obtained by Haslam et al. [18]. They obtained intrarterial brachial BP recordings during weight lifting in eight cardiac patients. Over 10–15 repetitions at 40% of 1-RM, mean maximum SBP ranged from 170–186 mmHg depending on the specific exercise. These values are slightly lower than our values measured at the finger level. The higher number of repetitions in each set as well as the cumulating effect of the sets performed can explain the differences. The SBP values recorded during resistance exercise in our study are dramatically higher when compared to previous observations. However, these studies measured SBP only immediately after completion of a specified exercise-station during circuit weight training [1,3,12–14]. Our study supports previous data [19] suggesting that abrupt SBP decreases after cessation of exercise are probably responsible for these differences.

Our results further revealed that 60 s for pauses between series in each exercise did not allow a complete return to basic values of HR and SBP.

Healthy subjects are usually given rest periods of 15–30 s between stations. Indeed, in addition to improving strength and muscular endurance, circuit weight training seems to have the potential to contribute to the individual’s cardiovascular conditioning if the rest between exercises are brief [39].

With cardiac patients, Kelemen et al. [1,12] proposed 30 s of rest before moving to the next station. Butler et al., [2] proposed rest periods of 60 s to allow more complete recovery of HR and SBP between exercise stations. Some other recovery times have been proposed [3].

Except for a subset of cardiac patients with a good left ventricular function, it does not seem reasonable to impose short pauses between exercises that can contribute to an excessive burden to the myocardial function. Resistance training is usually added to an aerobic programme in cardiac patients. Therefore, the main goal of resistance training is to improve muscle strength whereas aerobic training programmes are more designed to improve cardiovascular conditioning.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the HR and SBP response to resistance training are not only related to the intensity but also to the duration of the exercise. Therefore, sets with $\leq 10$ repetitions of high resistance should be preferred to longer sets with low resistance.

Pauses between sets should be $\geq 1\text{ min}$ and BP measurement must be done during the last repetitions
of one set. Recommendations could be the following: in the initial sessions, patients should do 2–3 sets of 8–10 repetitions with weights corresponding to 30–40% of the predetermined maximum. Such low weights should cause minimal to no soreness and also increase the confidence of the patients to resistive training. The training regimen should then be raised gradually by increasing load rather than the number of repetitions. Finally, 3–5 sets at approximately 70% of the predetermined maximum should be obtained at each session.
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